Bilong wanem yu laik
writim stori bilong en?

Why do you choose this to
document?

Nem bilong en long tok
ples, long tok pisin?,
long tok Inglis?
[Sapos yu save]

What is its name in tok ples?
In tok pisin?, In English?
[If you know]

Wanem samting bai yu
raitim?

WHAT ARE YOU
DOCUMENTING?

Sampela samting bilong
en istap hait o nogat?
Bilong wanem emi hait?
Papa bilong dispela save
tok orait long yu long
putim long buk o nogat?

Are there things about it, or
its use, that you cannot
reveal here? Why not?

Have you got permission to
write about this from the
right person?

Sampela man igat rait
long usim na narapela
nogat, o wanem? Em
husait?
Who owns it?

Who can use it?

When can it be used?

Who can know about it?
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Are some people allowed to
use it and not others?
Husait papa biong
dispela samting?

Husait inup usim?

Long wanem taim bai yu
usim?

Husait inup save long
en?
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What do you know about it?

Em wanem samting, na yu
gat wanem save long en?
Draw a picture of it or
insert a photograph below.

Drawim piksa o putim
poto long hia.
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Who knows more about it?
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Husait I gat moa save?

Long wanem hap, na long
Where did you learn about
this thing? How do you know husait yu bin kisim skul
long dispela samting?
about it? Who told you?
Can you ask them to tell you
more? (What do they say?)

Bai yu inup askim ol
long helavipim yu long
kisim moa save?

SPACE FOR STORIES OR
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
(EXPERT INPUT)

Dispela spes emi bilong
ol narapela stori na ol
narapela man bilong
bungim save long dispela
samting.
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What importance does it
have?

Bai yu tok emi
strongpela samting o
nogat? Bilong wanem?
If you were putting this note
with other notes about other
similar things, what would
they be?

Sapos yu putim dispela
pepa wantaim sampela
narapela wankain pepa,
bai yu putim wantaim
wanem samting? Bilong
wanem?

Ol man save mekim wanem
wantaim dispela samting?
Igat sampela poroman o
narapela samting em save
stap wantaim?

Bai yu inap askim papa
bilong dispela samting:
inup ol narapela man
save long en?

What stories or history is it
in?

What are the activities or
other things it is associated
with?
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Can you ask the person in
charge of this thing if it is OK
for other people to know
about it?
(Who are the owners of this
willing to share it with?)

Dispela samting igat
stori bilong en, o istap
long stori? Raitim stori
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